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There’s an app for just about everything these days. Online banking, games, email, services,
shopping, and even accessing your health records require a password to enter. Each
application asks you to supply a secret password that stops other people from entering
without your permission. The Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency experts guide

us to create a strong, complex password that is difficult for others (hackers) to guess.[1] Every application has
rules for creating what it construes to be a strong and complex password. Some dictate at least eight characters
but fewer than 12. Others ask for at least one capital letter, a number, and a symbol. Some have a combination of
each. Added to the recommendation that passwords are unique, the user has the conundrum of remembering and
storing potentially dozens of passwords.

Those who use, transmit, and store protected health information must follow the HIPAA password requirements,
which require covered entities (CEs) to “develop and implement procedures for creating, changing, and

safeguarding passwords.”[2] Most CEs use passwords to protect individuals’ health records from unauthorized
disclosure. Yet, HIPAA is not specific on how passwords should be created, changed, and guarded. Thus, CEs and
their business associates must develop their own password policies that comply with published Security Rule
standards.

One recommendation is to follow the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) security guidelines
when creating internal password policies. Its latest guidance updates password best practices, summarized

below:[3]

Password length is more important than password complexity. Allow password field length of at least 64
characters.

Don’t enforce regular password resets. Only reset if there is evidence that a password has been
compromised.

Screen all new passwords against lists of commonly used and compromised passwords.

Enable “Show password” while typing. The longer and more complex the entry text, the greater likelihood
of user entry errors.

Due to the greater likelihood of user entry errors, allow at least 10 failed password entries before account is
locked out.

Implement two-factor authentication to stop phishing attempts from succeeding.
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Most experts believe that password management is not the strongest measure of security. Eliminating passwords
altogether is proposed to be a better measure. Although there is a ways to go before passwords become obsolete,

that day is coming. Biometric technology is becoming sophisticated and widely adopted.[4] For instance, the use
of facial recognition and fingerprint readers is becoming commonplace. Those types of measures, the use of
email authentication, and social media authentication may let us forget about remembering complicated
passwords for good.
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